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Anyonghaseyo, dear brothers and sisters!
Here again some inspiration, based on the words of True Father and True Mother:
True Father: "The Messiah would not pray for God's help. He would plead for God's trust and tell Him
that he is here to liberate God and save Him. This is not my own concept when I opened the door to the
universal truth. This is what I found. My thinking is that the Unification Church is not there to take
advantage of the Messiah, but to join him and take over his position for the sake of God and humanity.
That is how I see your mission." [1]
True Parents are not interested in us depending on them forever. They want us to inherit their heart and
vision and become True Parents ourselves, who have world salvation at their heart. They want us to take
initiative:
True Father: "If you only follow after me and depend on me for instruction then you have not done your
own work. You have to take the initiative. Before I give instructions about what to do, you can anticipate
what needs to be done and put your ideas into action. Your victories and accomplishments will inspire
God to begin to trust you and depend on you always. " [2]
True Parents want us to become people who do not need to be pushed or pulled, but are self motivated:
True Father: "Please do not be a person who must come to hear me talk in order to be revitalized, because
you will only need to return again and again. Rather try to find that supply within yourself." [3]
True Father: "I want you to become subject and out of your own desire take the initiative with no one
forcing you to do anything... I never want to feel that you are just following my instructions but rather
that you have really perfected yourself in the image of God on your own initiative." [4]
Particularly when it comes to our growth of heart and love, we need to take own initiative, because we
can only advance in heart and love if we really want it, not if others push us. We have to reach our true
selves. We have to develop our heart to higher and higher levels. That way we contribute greatly to world
salvation:
True Father: "Now we have to restore this entire fallen world and everything through receiving and
believing in True Parents, reaching True God and eventually making ourselves into true selves. That is the

goal of the Unification Church." [5]
We have to become revolutionaries:
True Father: "I must make you into fighters. You should not be people who are resigned to being here or
who reluctantly, passively approach your responsibilities. I must transform you into people who just can't
help but live this way of life. You must be born champions, born revolutionaries." [6]
We have to become revolutionaries of heart and love first and foremost. Then we ourselves will be
inspired and God can use us in great ways:
True Mother: "You need to grow internally and then reach a position in which you can lead the external
world." [7]
The more we grow in heart, the more we will be able to lead the external world. We will become True
Parents ourselves, which is the greatest desire of God and True Parents:
True Mother: "God's dream for humankind is for everyone to become True Parents. God's dream is [for
us] to become a visible God..." [8]
It is not enough to simply love and respect God and True Parents, but more important is to realize God's
and True Parents' dream:
True Mother: "You were determined to love and respect True Parents throughout their lives, but were you
also determined to achieve their dreams?" [9]
Loving God and True Parents means to realize their dream. And that means to inherit their heart,
becoming like them.
Love from Bruno
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